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H I G H L I G H T S

• A two-stage multi-objective scheduling method for an ICES is proposed.

• A multi-objective optimal power flow method is developed as the first stage.

• A multiple attributes decision making method is developed as the second stage.

• The optimal operational schedules of ICES are analyzed under different objectives.
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A B S T R A C T

In order to determine the optimal day-ahead scheduling schemes of the integrated community energy system
(ICES), a two-stage multi-objective scheduling method (TMSM) was proposed, which consists of a multi-ob-
jective optimal power flow (MOPF) calculation stage and a multiple attributes decision making (MADM) stage.
Firstly, the electric distribution network, the natural gas network and the energy centers (ECs) of the ICES were
modelled. Secondly, five typical indices are considered to characterize the operation of ICES, namely the op-
eration cost (OC) and total emission (TE) of ICES, the power loss (PL) and sum of voltage deviation (SVD) of
electric distribution network, the sum of pressure deviation (SPD) of natural gas network. In order to tackle the
computation problems resulted by the increasing number of objectives, the dimension reduction of objectives is
employed. The indices of OC and TE are selected based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method and set
as the objectives at the MOPF calculation stage. Thirdly, all the five indices are considered during the MADM
stage to determine the final day-ahead scheduling schemes from the alternative solutions obtained in MOPF.
Numerical studies demonstrate that the TMSM is able to provide flexibility for the operation of ICES. The de-
termined optimum day-ahead scheduling schemes are capable of satisfying and balancing operational needs in
aspects of security, economy and environmental friendliness.

1. Introduction

With the growing concerns over the energy depletion and environ-
mental challenges around the world, increasing attention is being paid
to the issues in energy conservation, energy efficiency improvement
and emission reduction. The European Union presented its energy tar-
gets for 2030, which will attain at least a 40% reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions as compared to 1990 level, and increase the utilization of
renewable energy to 27% of gross energy consumption [1]. As to the
United States, the greenhouse gas emission reduction target will reach
26–28% below the 2005 level by 2025 [2]. The Chinese government

has committed to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions per unit of GDP
(i.e. carbon intensity) by 40–45% at 2020 [3].

In order to realize these targets, the integrated community energy
system (ICES) is attracting more and more attentions in recent years,
where heat, gas, and electrical energy are becoming tightly coupled at
the community level [4–7]. Compared with electric system, the ICES is
not only able to provide new solutions for a more secure, sustainable
and economical energy utilization [8], but also beneficial for the im-
provement of energy efficiency and reduction of greenhouse gas emis-
sion [9]. Therefore, the concept of ICES has been applied to practice by
a number of demonstration projects in many countries, e.g. the Chiloe
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Islands of Chile [8], the Ubiquitous Energy Network in Zhaoqing New
District of China [10] and the HyLink system at Totara Valley of New
Zealand [11].

A number of methods have been proposed to schedule the ICES in an
optimal way. An optimal day-ahead scheduling method for the ICES
considering the reconfigurable capability of the electric distribution
network was developed in [12]. Apart from the target of economy
benefit maximization [12], multiple operational objectives were also
considered to guarantee the sustainable development of society and
environment. The conflicting benefits of electricity and natural gas
network were optimized by a coordinated scheduling strategy proposed
in [13]. In [14], a multi-objective framework was proposed to address
the coordination operation of electricity and natural gas network,
where the economic, dynamic security of electricity network and nat-
ural gas network were set as the objectives. The energy cost and elec-
trical transmission loss of electricity-gas network were optimized by an
improved heuristic method in [15]. Jin et al. [12] concentrated on the
optimal economic operation of ICES, but the environmental friendliness
and other aspects of the scheduling scheme were not considered. Multi-
objective optimization model for integrated electricity and natural gas
system was developed in [13–15]. However, the integrated system
considered in [13–15] is a transmission level system, in which case the
electric and natural gas network were coupled by gas-fired generation
units. The “community” of ICES is usually related to urban areas at the
distribution level with different sizes (e.g. industrial park, university
campus and residential community), which aims to supply the local

community with its energy demands [8,16]. And the interactions
among various energy systems of ICES are usually realized in the energy
centers (ECs), where diverse types of energy conversion equipment are
coupled [9].

Therefore, a two-stage multi-objective scheduling method (TMSM)
for ICES was proposed, which consists of a multi-objective optimal
power flow (MOPF) calculation stage and a multi-attribute decision
making (MADM) stage. Five typical indices were considered in the
TMSM to characterize the operation of ICES, namely the operation cost
(OC) and total emission (TE) of ICES, the power loss (PL) and sum of
voltage deviation (SVD) of the electric distribution network, the sum of
pressure deviation (SPD) of the natural gas network. The increasing
number of objectives would result in computational complexities, such
as the inaccuracy of solutions, large computation expense and time
consumption. In order to tackle these problems, Huang et al. [17]
proposed a method that it extracted the principal target and reduced
the number of objectives. By applying this method to the DTLZ5 test
function (a multi-objective optimization test function with five objec-
tives), the effectiveness was verified. Inspired by [17] and further
considering that five operational indices are worthy of different atten-
tion under different operation scenarios, the principal indices are se-
lected based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [18] for a certain
operation scenario and further set as the objective functions at the
MOPF calculation stage. Operation constraints from the electric dis-
tribution network, the natural gas network and the ECs were considered
in the MOPF calculation stage. The operational needs of the ICES in

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

TMSM two-stage multi-objective scheduling method
ICES integrated community energy system
MOPF multi-objective optimal power flow
MADM multiple attributes decision making
EC energy center
OC operation cost
TE total emission
PL power loss
SVD Sum of voltage deviation
SPD sum of pressure deviation
ERM evidential reasoning method
AHP analytic hierarchy process
CHP combined heat and power
CAC central air conditioning
GB gas boiler

Indices

t index of time intervals
i, j, Ne-node indices and total number of electric nodes
bij, Ne-branch, index and total number of electric branches
x, y, Ng-node indices and total number of natural gas nodes
pg, NPG index and total number of the polluting gas types
E the set of basic attributes of multi-attribute analysis
ω the set of weight of the basic attribute
H the set of evaluation grades of multi-evidence reasoning
β the set of confidence degree of evaluation grade
m probabilistic mass of basic attribute
u utility value of utility evaluation

Parameters and constants

Z impedance of electric branch

g admittance of electric branch
c properties of the pipeline and fluid
Tz the temperature of compressor suction at node z
α specific heat ratio of compressor
qgas gross heating value of natural gas
ηge

CHP conversion efficiency of gas into electricity through CHP

ηgh
CHP conversion efficiency of gas into heat through CHP

ηCAC thermal energy efficiency of CAC
ηT, ηGB efficiency of power transformer and GB
Celec,t, Cgas,t electricity and natural gas price in time period t
χelec, χgas emission coefficient from electricity and natural gas con-

sumption
Vref, pref reference voltage magnitude and node pressure
P P,elec

min
elec
max limits of electricity power purchase

V V,i
min

i
max limits of bus voltage magnitude

Sij
max maximum capacity of electric branch

k k,cp
min

cp
max limits of natural gas compressor ratio

pmin, pmax limits of natural gas node pressure
P P,e

min
e
max limits of electric power exchange of EC

P P,g
min

g
max limits of natural gas power exchange of EC

P P,CHP
max

CAC
max maximum power output of CHP and CAC

Variables

V, θ, φ bus voltage, angle and phase of electric branch
I current of electric branch
S apparent power of electric node
p, F gas node pressure and gas pipeline flow
Pcp power consumption of the compressor
kcp natural gas compressor ratio
Pe, Pg electricity and natural gas power exchange of EC
Le, Lh electric and heat load of EC
vI, vII partition coefficient of the first and second type of EC
Pelec,t,Fgas,tpurchased electricity power and natural gas flow of the

ICES in time period t
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